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the pigeon; meaning, as a permanent badge or
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Jºuſ (S, O, K) and Y ju, (0, K) A pro

:

of the earth or ground; and & º Juº it was,
or became, elongated, or extended, tonards (lit.
into) the sky;] ($, O, Msb, K;) and W Uua
signifies the same. (S, O, K.) It is also said of
any time that is extended; and of anxiety that
2.31 is erroneously put for *];]) i.e., in the cleaves to one continually; and the like: [see
wall that surrounds the interior of a well; and Jº, below :] thus one says Jill Juſ. [The
its pl. is &%. (TA:) and between any two night became long, or protracted]: (TA:) [and thus

minence [app. meaning a ledge or ridge] project
Jº 1 [Upon my
is
ing from a mountain : (S, O, K:) and the
decoration, for which I have not ability to render former, (S,) or the latter, (K,) or each, (O,) also
due acknowledgment]; so in the A: hence also the the like thereof in a nell; (S, O, K; [in the CK,

º, *** *:::::

saying of El-Mutanebbee,

tº 3 **.
– 3-1, 3 tº
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Alº~!! J-Lº 3'2''') us?
pieces of wood [or planks] of a ship, or boat: 3.S. 2.4% Juº, in the Kurlvii. 15, means The
[Farours of his have remained upon the necks: (S, o, K.) or éu signifies one of the pieces of time became extended, or prolonged, unto them :]

-

+

- - -

0.--

[or and * …is * Jºué, in the Kur Xxviii. 45,
pigeons]. (TA. [See, for this verse, p. 164 of skiff]: accord. to Aboo-'Amr Esh-Sheybánee, it means, in like manner, [Life was prolonged unto
Dieterici's ed. of the Deewan of El-Mutanebbee.]) is the middle, or in the middle, of a ship or boat: them; or] their lives became long, or prolonged:
—éill signifies also The neck ſitself]. (TA) and accord. to A5, a prominence projecting from (Jel:) and J-ºs-Ji Jue The time of the assembly

they are the neck-rings, and the men are the nood [or planks] of the interior of a

—And The jº, (O) or Jºº-, (K) [i. e. the

* 33%, (§, O, K.) which is [originally] an inf. n.,
(Az, K,) and is also expl. as meaning the utmost called its " Gu, ; but this he disallows. (TA.)

3u, first sentence.
3% ºf [a pl. of Ju : and of 3:4:

– See also

venience. (TA.) One says, ſº Lº âu, $ I
have not ability, or poncer, to do it, or to bear or
endure or tolerate it : and, to cope n°ith him :

•

a ship, or boat, like a ledge swelling out from a was, or became, extended, or prolonged: (Msb:)
mountain ; and also, he says, a ridge, or ledge, and2. JU, [Anariety became protracted]. (TA.)

rope in the form of a loop] by means of which one in a [mountain, or portion of a mountain, such as
ascends the palm-tree. (O, K.”) = See also the
is termed] a 3: accord. to Lth, º Jé &u.
next paragraph, first and second sentences.
signifies any mountain, or [hill such as is termed]
išū is the subst, from éuºi, (Az, Mºb, K.) a. *i, that surrounds anything; and its pl. is
and is used in the place of the inf. n., (Az, TA,)
36% [like º-, pl. of J.-L.J. (TA)—
and [when used as a simple subst.] signifies
Jºu.
also signifies, accord. to Ibn-Hamzeh, The
Ability, or porcer; (S, O,” Msb, K;) and so
curred eactremity of a bow; which is said to be
that one can do, with difficulty, trouble, or incon

--

3.j

[One says also 13° Jºš ju, Long time did he
thus; and the like; with the restrictive Le: see

Harp. 17.] = When trans. [without a particle]
it is of the class Jº; not Jº, because this is
not trans.: (TA:) one says & meaning I
exceeded him, or surpassed him, in Jº [i. e.
tallness; or I overtopped him]: and also in

Jºl [i.e. beneficence, and excellence, &c.). (S,
O, K.) See 3. A poet says,

and of
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* 5x-e 3xi, all cºl

3.1%. - Also

+

The milk of the cocoa-nut ; (O,
* , of
Jºš jū Jºš ju,
K, TA:) AHn says, (O, TA,) it is very intori
(see Kurii. last verse: and verse 250:) and, cating; (O, K, TA;) moderately as long as its
[Verily El-Farezdak is a bare rock that has .
W Jºk Jºsé It is within my ability, or power.
drinker does not go forth to the mind; but if he exceeded in height the mountain-goats so that the
(S.) In the phrase 33% &iſ, [as meaning does so, his intocication becomes excessive; (K,
mountain-goats do not reach it]: he means c ju,
Thou soughtest him, or it, in thy state of ability, or TA;) and when he who is not accustomed to it,
power, Sb says, the ſquasi-] inf n. is prefixed [to (O, K, TA,) and is not suited to it, (0, TA,) Jés. (TA) And it is said in a trad, ju,
the pronoun, and thus rendered determinate], continues constantly the drinking of it, it vitiates 2.É J-gº i.e. And El-Abbās exceeded 'omar
though occupying the place of a denotative of his intellect, (O, K, TA,) and confuses his in tallness of stature. (TA.) And you say, 4tſ,
state; in like manner as the article J is prefixed understanding: (O, TA:) when it remains until ~~~~ Jº [He excelled him in the grounds of
2, 2 of
the morrow, it becomes most acid vinegar. (K,
pretension to respect or honour]. (K and TA in
[to Jºe] in the phrase 35-1 ºi. (TA)= TA.)
[Also A slender and small bundle or fascicle of
explanation of &: in the CK [erroneously]
tºº,
ść
and
i.e.,
(O)
#4
fibres or filaments or the like; one of those where
(§, o, &u.) = One says also, a.ſe Julo, (S,) or
of two or more, tristed together, compose a rope; K,) [Pigeons, and a pigeon,] having [i. e. marked 2.1% (Msb, K,) the verb in this case being of
a strand, a yarn, a single trist, or single thread, of nith] a ring upon the neck. (S, O, K.)- And the class of Jú, aor. J.4. (Msb,) inf. n. Jº;
•.7

--
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a rope or cord or fringe &c.] You say cº àu. ãº. signifies A large sº [i. e. flash, or ($,” Mºb;) and "Jº-lai ; ($, Msb, K5) and
J.- A strand, yarn, or single twist, of a rope; bottle,) having a ringed neck : (O, K:) thus "Julel; (Mºb ;) He bestoned, or conferred, a

syn. #;

&B

(S voce § ;) and so

: (JK voce

J.- &e W 34,

called by the people of El-'Irāk. (O.)

; :)

[the pl. of âté in
this sense is ºtius :] J.- &tius means 33,
Jolº
as is said in the A. (TA.)- And A āº [i. e.
1. Juº, (S, O, Mºb, K.) said by some to be of
sprig, spray, bunch, or branchlet, of sweet basil, the class of 45% being made by them to accord
or of sweet-smelling plants: and likewise [a lock,
in form with its contr., which is *ś, and by
or flock, of hair: (JK, TA:) [and so of wool,
others said to be of the class of Jú, (Mºb,) first
and the like:] you say ** ău, (S, O, K,
pers. <1%, [said to be] originally &#9, because
TA,) [or cº, &- &c.,] meaning 4. ãº, aS
pl.

2

in the A.

-

(TA)—Jº

--

-

à5Ule: see

-

-

3us,

benefit or benefits, or a favour or favours, (S,
Mºb, K,) upon him, (S,) or upon them. (Msb,
K.) And

* lºſe "Jºk

thing; like

Jº ;

IHe gave to us a

but the latter is said by Aboo

Mihjen to be used only in relation to good; and
the former,

sometimes, in relation to good and

to evil. (TA in art. U23.)

2. ºº, (§, o, Mºb, K.) inf. n. Jºã; (o;)

Jºsé, [not Jiu, when using it as an and "...u., ($, o, Mºb, K.) and ºi, (S, o,
v.j (S, O,) aor. J.4. (TA,) inf. n. K.) inf n. iiu; ; (0%) both signify the same;
J., (S,' O, Mºb, K.) It (a thing, S, O, Mºb) (S, O, Msb, K;) He elongated it; extended it;
one says

latter intrans.

half – See also another meaning of išū, voce
JUP, first quarter.
was, or became, elongated, or extended; [i. e. it lengthened it; or made it long, or tall or high ;
nas,
or became, long; and it was, or became, tall, ($, o, Mºb;) syn.:32, (Sºo, Mºb) and 4.
išć A round, and plain, or soft, piece of
high;
which meanings are sometimes more Susº. (O, T.A.) You say, ãº- º I
ground, amid rugged tracts of ground: (O, K:) or
mentioned by IDrd as occurring in some poem of explicitly denoted in order to avoid ambiguity, elongated, or lengthened, the piece of iron. (Msb.)
the Time of Ignorance but not heard by him from as when one says
º Jº Jú. it was, or And tâ; * Y UUP! God extended, or prolonged,
his companions. (O.)
became, elongated, or extended, upon the surface his continuance [in life]; or may God extend, &c.
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